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Derek Eller Gallery is pleased to present
Barn Spirits, an exhibition of new paintings
by EJ Hauser.

Blue Mountainbed, 2018, oil on canvas, 20 x 16 in

This body of work was begun during two
months in the Catskill Mountains of rural
New York during the summer of 2018; it is
inextricably connected to that location and its
wildlife inhabitants. While working primarily
in a barn and adjacent field, Hauser
observed “the hypnotic movement of clouds
and trees, the sunsets and moonrises and
thunderstorms, the roar of nature” and in
these paintings she has relayed these
observations with ease. The palette of each
canvas is inspired by the colors and varieties
o f l o c a l b i r d s : e a g l e s , k i n g fi s h e r s ,
hummingbirds, wild turkeys and finches set
against the cool green of a grassy meadow.
Elsewhere circular forms of wood grain and
starry nights dominate the compositions.

These paintings are both graphic and open to interpretation, teetering between
iconography and something familiar but abstract. Each piece is composed of multiple
layers of color. Often, vivid under-paintings are cancelled out by more subdued layers of
paint, but the presence of these tones remain active, causing lively vibrations. For
Hauser, the high vibration of color connects directly to the energy and aliveness of the
subjects depicted.
Hauser composes a painting like a songwriter crafts a song. The works originate in a
drawing, and from there she rigorously repeats each composition, slowly tooling and
reshaping the images. With every subsequent version, the gestures become more
streamlined, confident and purposeful in their economy until the image is committed to
muscle memory and performed effortlessly. The viewer is left with something that is
loose and full of improvisation while purposeful in its conception.
The cadmium flash of a red-winged blackbird as it hunts in the field repeatedly appears,
as does a vaguely anthropomorphized wooden knot. Much like Hauser’s earlier works
(Smilers, Amphibians, etc.), classifications of these recurrent icons are applied lovingly.
Here we see the introduction of new forms such as forestpocket, barn spirit, starchart

and moonflower into Hauser’s increasingly diverse lexicon. These and other repeated
graphic images come to posses a totemic presence and spiritual significance beyond
the surface of the canvas.
EJ Hauser lives and works in New York City and has exhibited extensively at venues
such as Regina Rex, Sperone Westwater, White Columns, Participant Inc, Gavin
Brown’s Enterprise, Cheim & Read, The Journal Gallery, AWHRHWAR, The Breeder,
The Contemporary Art Museum, Raleigh, NC and Wayne State University, Detroit, MI.
This will be her first exhibition at Derek Eller Gallery.
Derek Eller Gallery is located at 300 Broome Street between Eldridge Street and
Forsyth Street. Hours are Wednesday-Sunday from 11am to 6pm and Tuesday by
appointment. For further information, please contact the gallery at 212.206.6411 or visit
www.derekeller.com.

